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936 am personally i think that in the end both ji sang and ri ta are dead i think they meat each other in 
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quot;heavenquot; or something like that A Dark Song of Blood (Martin Bora): 
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The mystery stories actually there are 2 murders is well crafted but not the center of the book The characters and of 
course Martin Bora are real complex but not caricatured One f Praise for the Martin Bora series The tone of Liar Moon 
has a flu like grimness appropriate the 1943 setting Pastor is excellent at providing details silk stockings movie 
magazines cigarettes that light up the setting mdash Booklist Lumen s plot is well crafted her prose shap a disturbing 
mix of detection and reflection mdash Publisher s WeeklyRome 1944 While the Allies are fighting their way up Praise 
for the series The tone of LIAR MOON has a flu like grimness appropriate the 1943 setting Pastor is excellent at 
providing details silk stockings movie magazines cigarettes that light up the setting rdquo Booklist Pastor succeeds 
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